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B ARTHUR.J. KLEIN
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HUMAN PRODUCT OF THE COLLEGES
4.

The manufacturer shapes hi:7 raw material in order to create a
Product that will meet a definite demand. He modifies hi; produot
in quick response to changes in demand and tries to anticipate such
changes whenever this is possible. He m.arkets his product himself
or through a related organization. To insure proper use and to make
repairs in case of breakdown, he services" it after it is in the hands
of the consumer. In other words. the business process is controlled
by the necessity of getting the product into use and by its behavior
in u,se.

The colleges, which by analogy may he regarded as manufacturers
of a human product, have in the past. largely neglected many of these
processes. They have, to a large extent, contented themselves with
shaping their materials by traditional patterns. They lwve not
been highly sensitive to the fact when these patterns became or
threatened to become obsolete. Even in the profcrssions and techni-
cal fields of education relatively less attention has been paid to the
life occupation of students than the manufacturer pays to the serv-
ices that his prpduct. will render. The arts college has frequently
repudiated ll concern with the means by which its graduates shall
earn their living. More important still, the colleges have seldom
studied the society in which the student will live in order to deter-
mine the elements of kpowledge and character which, in his world,
will make for personal happiness, rich experience, and social useful-
ness. T114) have rested content in 'the faith that, studies derivedfrom the mvdieval period are still neci%ssary to make life useful andhappy in an age of cheap printing, swift transportittion, machine
production, and universal public education.
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2 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1926-1928

There would be no excuse for these statennbnts in a survey of

recent tendencies in higher education if it were not clear that the
colleges and universities are now recognizing these facts ana ai

taking measures to adjust their work to present conditions of Ih'ing

and of emrleyment.
University leaders themselves are mo4 emphat ic in the statement of

their realization of these maladjustments. Dean Hawkes, of Colum-

bia University. for instance, sums up his critical judgment of col-
leges: " There is no doubt in my mind that the American college has

failed more signally in relating, the c-tudent's education to the kind
of life that he i going to live than in any other direction." Presi-

dent Hall, of the University of Oregon, in his study of the relations

of the university to the State, reports: I repeatedly encountered

criticism from our alumni that we were not doing our full duty by
them in heIpi'ng to. locate them in positions when they graduated
and in helping the men located in backward communities into better

jobs after. they have developeA their capacity for promotion." Ex-

pressions of this kind might be rnulti,plied, and analysis would show

that tinbvi are almost equally divided between the obligation of the
college to train and place its graduates in positions where they may

earn a living and the responsibility of the college to provide these
graduates with the knowledge and-attitudes of mind which will make
their lives full and useful in any 'community in which their lot is cast.

It is easily possible to prove, backward as the colleges,have been
in realizing their full usefulness, that four years of college work
will enable the college graduate to make many thousands of dollars

more during his life than the high-school graduate can make. This

fact, however, is of no more significance than if the manufacturer
should statv that his profits were $100,000 a year when they might
have been $1,000.000 if he had improved the lisefulness of 1-14prod-

uct, his marketing methods, and the service given after the product
was sold. Colleges are therefore now .beginning to study seriously
the world in which their graduates will live in order to prepare their'

better to earn their livelihood in that world, and to adjust themselves

happily d usefully from the personal and social standpoints.
Everygltere increased interest. is being manifested in the life

occupations of students. Washington and Lee, to choose but one

example, has made a. case study of the choices of occupation by its
tildents and the modification of these choices that result; from college

training. The New York College of Agriculture of Cornell Uni-
versity. the Minnesota College of Agriculture, and Iowa State Col-
lege have recently made careful studies of the occupations of their
graduates, in order to measure, to a degree, the suitability of the
educational program to life interest after graduation, No element

"



HIGHER EDUCATION

of the survey of the land-grant colleges. now being conducted by
the Bureau of Education. has attramed nmre attmtion and hearty
cooperation from the institution. than thlb portion de111110 with the
Occ lipat 'tonal -history of their graduates and ex-students. nit; interest
may, in part, arise from the desire of the institutions to justify what
they hae been doing, but in large part it comes from the hope that
a careful study of thee matters may serve to direct emphasis in the
construction of educational programs.

Such studies are open, of course, to the charge that educational
processes lag behind shifts. in occupational act i V I t y. that. the program
to be most useful must anticipate demand for services by the world
in Which the i;tudents will live. NevertheleN., it is characteristic. of
progressive thought in the higher educational world that. it. is keenly
desirous a harmonizing its activities with the practical and social
situations of the world outside college walls.

Placement and employment services have, of course, been offered
by the colleges more or le..s haphazard fashion for many years.
Systematic services of this kind are now developing at a precipitant
rate. Such ser6.1ces, even though highly developed 4d rendering
excellent aid, may be carried om without any reference to the educa-
tional program. The process may consist merely of attempting to
find positions for the product as it is. without. any apparent effort

. to modify the process or the form of the educational offering to meet
, the needs of the positions in which graduates sre placed. It is,
'therefore, especially significant that, in many ininces, educational
and vocational guidance and placement of students are being closely
rerited to the activities of the college curriculum. Such efforts range
from the attennated relations implied by the creation by Middlebury
College of a new office which combines the frnctions of director of
411issions and alumni secretary to the formation of burseaus similar
to \the bureau of educational records and guidance at the University
-of ':Wisconsin: President Frank., of the University of Wisconsin,
describes the purposes of this but-eau as followst

The burenu of educational records and guidance will go beyond the mere
keeping of grades to the agsembling of a wide ninge of information respevting
the life and work of the students as the back;;round and basis for (be develop-
ment of un effective service of counsel and guidance to the studontsan end
that. is not always achieved by the prevailing system of advisers.

Thv bureau likewise will be tile assembly point for a richly detailed fund ofinformation regarding the nature and results of the educational processes to
Vhich the students are subjected. This will provide facilities that will makeit possible for the university to keep up it continuous study of the results of Itsenteiprises and to take its own educational pulse.

The content of instruction given in the colleges, as well as in the
lolwer schools, has been larger imposed upon students without any
very real reference to the student's own conception of values. This
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is perha.ps unavoidable to a degree. On the other hand, the useful-
ness of much material studied is so remote and unreal that. the col-
leges thvmseN-es lutve had difficulty in makinr out a case for it. In
attempt Was made at Va;sar tWo years ago to determine why college
students study. The most importzint faMors were interest in the
subject and realization of the value of the work for the future. No

one doubts that understanding by the student of the economic anti
personal usefulness of his work would transform his attitufle toward
his college. course. Since the colleges IMW W.r-11 to take adVtIntatre of
this factor in the teaching.process, we naiv expect further tuldie-: of

the life activities of our present social order which will result in
profound modifications of both curricula and methods.

Tendencies in this direction are evident here and there. The Uni-
versity of Michigan Aedical School has developed aeplan to attach
medical students in the interval between the junior and senior years
to practitioners, in somewhat the same relationship as apprentice to

craftsifien. Dear) Cabot, of the medical school, makes it clear that
the medical schools have emphasIzed the science of medicine from the
standpoint of analyses by the chemist and 1acterio1o2:ist and the

physiologist, and have neglected the art which the product of the
schools be called upon to practice. They have neglectild "the
art by which the physicitin, in actual contact with the patient., esti-

°mates him as a peronality rather than a laboratory animal and
brings to bear upQn his ailment the evidence of his senses, his judg-

/ ment, and finaliy his scientific knowledge."
It is the aititude of the medical college rather than the specic

device to which attention is here airected. A similar outlook is evi-
dent. in studies made by the Iowa State College. Graduates of the'
engineering college were given full opportunity to criticize the edu-
cation to which they had been subjected and to suggest means by

which the vducational program might be belter adapted to the needs
that they have found in actual experience. IICh (')ncern might be
expected from work so definitely occupational as engineering, but
similar inquiry lias been made by the College of Liberal Arts of Bos-
ton University with reference to a program designed primarily to

s.
provide adjustment of personal life to society outside the Occupational

field.
Nor are the colleges content with increased concern Over the occu-

pational and peronal needs which graduates will meet upon their

.entrance into the world outside. In the past the attitude of the col-
leges has been largely that while. the student. is on the campus the

college oyes a duty to him, but that upon graduation the' relation-
ship, i§ reversed and the alumnus is under obligation to render service

to his alma njater. At best during the college period there hits' been

4
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nIGHER EDUCATION 5

a degree of mutual responsibility while thereafter it. becomes a one-
sided affair with the burden on the'l.rraduate. Colleges and universi-
ties are now recognizing that wh:'14 they give the student diving the
years of undergraduate and graduate or professional residence is not
a reservoir adequate for t he needs of a Het ime. They are, corning to
recognition of their resporisibili ty to the st u dent a fter graduation and
throughout his life.

University extension services have in the past given some educa-
al aid to graduates. For many wars the Univeritv of Wisconsin

has offered postgraduate courses by extenskm to the medical twin of
the State. The regerts of the University of Michigan plan by vari-
Otis means to keel) practitioners in touch with tke school and abreast
of medical press The University of Minnesota has offered several
intensive courses for dent al practitioners'. Similar aid through gen-
eral extension has been gi ven to graduates whose lives are not cast in
the professional mold. But these services have liver been syste-
matically and consciously direct ed in all of the fields to which gradu-
ates go, for the purpose of maintaining the usefulness Of the institu-
tion to students after they leave the campus. It is encouraging that
the president. of the University of Michi-gan announces a plan by
Nyhich every aimAnus shall be, enrolled in scimething., and that the
Carnegie Corporation has malie a grant to the Adult Education As-
sociation to study thoroughly the obligations of the institution to the
alumni.

Of necessity the facts cited in this discussion are scattered and in-.

anyonecomplete, but who has taken the pains to follow educational
direction and administrative action during the past two years will
recognize that one. of the most import ant' current tendencies in higher
education is t he desire to obliterate the sharp dist inction bet ween col-
lege life and life thereafter. The educational program is being di-
rected to service continuously throughout the fe of the alumnus.
Higher institutions are becomintg inc reasingly the source to which
the alumnus turns when he discovers that he needs further training
to improve his economic condition or to enrich his personal life.

O

OP

HIGH SCHOOLS AND THE COLLEGES

his as important that the college adjust itself to the life and edu-
cation of the student before' college entrance as that it, shape its edu-
cational program to meet the ecofiolnic and personal needs of the
student after college graduation.

Not so many years ago by formal regulation and by general con-
sent, the colleges dominated the high sctloolNAtandards of admis-
Rion were determined by the colleges and promulgated, theoretically
at least, for the high schools to take or leave as they chose. We still

.
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hear occasionally that colloges dictate to the public schools. As a

matter of fact. this apparent dictation was never so serious as the
formal requiremetits seemed to indicate. The colleges were so
desirous of attendance that. only sin the most. extmne .cases did the
formal requirements actually serve to exclude students. " Excep-
tional cases," special courses. preparatory departments, and "equiva-
lents " provided an abundance of loopholes Tor admission. As college
attendonce has increased, this laxity in the enforcement of require-
ments has been stopped, an(1 the requirements themselves milde more
eXact i T1. rrhe colleges are now in a position to refuse applicants,
and they are doing so to a considerable extent.

The limitations of enrollment secured by various rules and selec-
tive processes are, however, by no means due solely to &sally for edu-
cationally high standards. Before the present. pressure for admis-
sion every new stu(lent meant an increase of income without, a

corresponding increase of expense. The point of diminishing re-

turns has now been eached and in many instances the increase in
student fees does not compensat'e for the increasN1 cost to the institu-
tion. In other -words. financial pressures and limitations lather than
educational theory account for re:riction%.1; by the great majority of
institutions. It is true that theoretical reaons have been set up,
sitch as theories of the educational effect ;voness of units of some spe-
cific size, but it may he doubt f1111vfiether these theories would be taken
seriously if the expense item were not, s'o ever present. Under these
conditions a, kgicd inferencò would i that the colleges might show

a more decided desire than in the pWto dominate the offerings of
the high schools. Facts do not warrant, this conchision.

Failure to assume larger influence in yontrolling high-school oilier-/
largely dueings is to the fact *that the high schools themselves have

b'ecome stronger, more self-reliant., more firmly entrenched as a re-

spected and fundamental part our social system. The professional
spirit has develoved in the secondary field to a remarkable degree.
This spirit is based upon a high standard of technical knowledge
concerning the teaching processes and the administration of schools.
Practical experience and tialeoretical knowledge of educational prob-
lems are probably wider in the secondary field than in the college
field. Secondary-school men no iftger look upon the fart of college
employment as evidence of superiority. High-school folk are more
inclined to look to their own organizations Ind to the public depart-
me.nt of education for aid and guidance than to accept college 'opinion
as authoritative. An inteiesting example of this changed attitude
of mind on the part of.the public secondary schools is afforded by
the ril,commendations of a committee of high-school men in Villginia.
The group requested that " the college records of a parti:!ular high

6
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HIGHER EDUCATION 7
school should operate as only oho factor accreditin tile i ng of the
high school by the Suite board of education." In a further recom-
mendation by the sain;wroup one niay perhaps detect sonic reflection
of resentment towardlne ccinunon charge, formerly received huMbly
snd as a matter of merited reproof, that cojlego fresh.hwn fail be-,

preparation.cause of poor high-school This statement recommends
bb that the colleges having accepte I high-school students on the basis
of graduation furan a public ac7redited high school, shall assume
responsibility therefor."

In brief, the -highttschools are 1wt.ter able than Jormerlv to pursue
their true task and responsibiiity 11 mooing a variety of objectives
in the edwation of .their Preparation for college is only one)of the.sp. objectives.

.Advances in elementary education, the firm cstablis.oment of pub-
lic s..condary ecincr.tion, and the desire of the c04eges to adjust their
pro'grams to the needs of the life which students will live have all
c4tributed to lack of confidence in the old plan of 7 or 8 years in
the grades, 4 years in hi01 sc1hool. and 4 years in college. The entire

.organization from the sixth grade to the attainment. of
:the master's degree is in process of readjustment. The reconstruc-
"tion of this period of education now under way has theoretical and
psychological bases, but practic.:1 and initnediate necessities account,
for the fact that theory is being given an 4port unity to express it-
Rlf in actual reorganization. The development of' the elementary
schoils, of the junior high schools, and of 3-year senior high schools
has compelled readjustment of college entrance requirements. Even
in the East among the conservative women's colleges this is true.
Wellesley, in announcing a new plan of admission in 1925, stated,
"the rapid development of the junior high school movement has been
one of the considerations pof file college in the adoption of a more
flexible schen'le of acfmission. Previous biennial surveys by the Bureau.
of Edwin t ion haves' cal led attention to specifiq and widespread evidence
of such adjustme4 It is not neceFsary to repeat the facts again.

The junior-colkte movement, which takes away the first two years
from the traditional four-year college course and assigns th6m to the
secondavy field, los been eTecially significant in 'linking' the college
cogcions of its responsibility to the high school. Theoretical con-
siderations place Ole junior-college period and progrub in the sec-
ondary field. The Association of Junior Colleges has ,27n1iated itself
with the National Education Associl;tion in the Departrrient of Sec-
ondary Education, Furthet, actual tendencies of development, °align
the junior colleges with public-school authorities and incorporati:'
them with the high srluìols as part of one secondary education period.
The most signeficant filet in this growth is the rapid increase in the

46583*---20-2
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BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1926-1928

munber of students enrolled in junior colleges for purposes other
tunin preparation for the university.

11.1 spite of these factors 'which contribute to the dignity and inde-
pendence of the public higirschool there is no indication of desire
to repudiatc as One of its obligations that of prepaing students for
college. This of necessity must he so when in States like South
Clírolina, two-thirds of the graduates of accredited high sAools go
to higher inM itut ions. On the other liana, the college is more willi ng
than formerly to meet to the full limits of its abilities, the situations
created bv high-school determination and the obligation to accomplish
its own independent purposes. 'Ile tendency is to seek common con-
sideration of the problems ,of college and high-school relationships
with full recognition that adjustment_ to high-school conditions must
in lar g? part be made by the college. This attitude is reflected in
such studies as that made of the records of high-school students
e,ntering Georgia colleges and normal 'schools awl publited by the
UniNi.sity of Georgia at the request of the Ge1)r6a College Asso-
ciatia. The report is designed to enable high schools to determine
in what departments their,stmlents show up best ana weakest in
their college work. But it is at the "¡ante time careful to point out
that college faculties may secure aid in determining whether the
work required of fpeshmen is above 01 below the normal working
capacity of high-school graduates and to indic:te the possibility of
other adjustments to the needs of thew high-school pProduct when it
is received in college. In Michigan the university IflU welcomed
and is cooperating actively with a connittee of t i ì high-school
teachers' diviion of the Michigan State Teachers' Association, in
considering modification of the university's admission system. We
have such developments as that 9f the bureau of school serviCe of the
Univvrsity of Kentucky, under the direction of. Dr. Floyd W.
Reeves, designed to assia the public schools, and doubtless also hoping
to learn from them. Altogether the biennium shbw& a much better
rehitionship developing between the colleges and tW% high schools
than would be Apected if the indepIndent position attained by _the
colleges by reason of 'the large number of applicants for admission
were alone Considered.

Although the colleges finU themselves in a positi6w1w4 they feel
that they must limit attendance, and although thig limitation may
take the form of setting a definite maximum enrollment. and imposing
seleCtive 'frocesstes in addition to submission of the ordinary 15 or ;6
units of high-school credit, the colleges are attempting on the \\Ili&
to enforce these 'restrictions in such a way as to contribute to, rather
than to obstruct. the attainment of high-school objectives.

During the biennium the number of colleges imposing arbitrary
limitation of numbers has increased considerably. Whether such him,-

8
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Jot ion arises from financidl strintrency, as is most frequently tile case,
or from theories of 11T1 especially efficient si:ze for the college unit, it
. e
is most common among private institutions. When this is true, selec-
tion of candidates is, of course, Pleress;ily if the number of applicants
exceeds the limit set. This is frequentiy Ole case. Middlebury Col-
1c(re, for instance, admitted in 1927 only 73 of 411 applicarnts. 1,kl-
tholigh Middlebury College is an extreme. example, admission of only
one-half of those who apply is by no ineans uncommon. .ks a result,
some concern has been felt. lest educat ional opportunity is thus mica
to capable an(J desiraIde students. Careful studies that have liven
mado in -New E114r1 and and elsewhere tend to show, however, thatk
these rejections are bv no means as !,,erious as they aprar on the sur-
face. Parents :-Ind students have heard so much of the difficulty of
obtaining sulmission *that they apply for entrance to several different
roilefres. In Other words, the number of applications rejectea by
individual institutions is no real measure of the number of students
exciuded from college attendanm

Few public institutions set an arbitrary limit to the numebevr that
they will admit. Rhode island State College, however, has been
abli: tolzidmit only one-half of the applicants under a rule impoul
by financial necessity. The fact that all of the applicants measured

filup to the require( 1:-) units is not regarded so seriously by Public-
school authorities ir Rhode Island as it would be in the Middle West
or Far West where the public is v.thoroughly convinced of the

a State's obligation to prNide highor elaucation to those lvto satisfy
the graduation requirements in the secondary field. State institu-
tions apply selective processes much less Willingly than is generally
the 4ase in private institutions. Dependence upon public taxation
for support makes Them more wiNing to accept, the product of tho
Public-school system, and in some States they are required to do so.
Publik. taxation, of course, gives to these institutions' an opportunity
to.increase resources more quickly than private institut ions. Legis-
lative authority must bear du' burden of responsibility for failure'0 4to provide this opportunity for the citizens of the.State. There is a
decideil diffe1-enee4t11erefore, between the relationslups of the high
schools Co an instiiiition such iis Vassar, for instance, and the rela-
tions to a public university such as that, of Minnesota 'or Kanslis.
Tho president. of Vassar can .;ay what. State university presidents
would hesitate to proclaim" Preparation' for colleges like Vassar
is so small a part of the total plan of study (in high school) that
special arrangement can be made only with difficulty." Vassal- in-
dicates its desire to meet this situation bv changing somewhat its
admission requirements. The pliblic institution desires and is corn-
pelted to organize curricula tbat will constitute a continuation ofw
almost any high-school course. The public iftstitution ts making ad-
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10 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1926-19 8

justments of its offerings constantly. Tlie University of Akron pre-
sents an interesting example.

The graduates of the commercial curriculum of the city hirii
schools in Akron had not been admitted to this municipally sup-
ported university because they did not have in their high-school
york the regular college-entrance subjects. The university now
proposes to meet this situation by establishing a number of s,hort
courses of study two or three years in length that will enable the
graduate from the high-school. commercial course to continue his
work upon a college level. Such attempts to ecure closer articula-
tion' with the needs of the local community, urhan or S4 Ite. fre-
quently take the form of additional offerings outside the traditional
4-year college course.

One of the most interesting recommendations of the Virginia
. conference of secondary schools and colleges, called by the State
department of education in 1927. has a direct bearing upon the co-
ordination of high-school and college curricula. In effect the recom-
mendation is that the colleges set up specific requirements for en-
trance into curricula rather than general requirements for thntrance
into'college and that "only those requirements be mficle for entrance
that are essential for successful progress in that curriculum." The
decreasing conservatism of the colleges in limiting admis, on to
those who satisfy traditional prerequisites is being accelera ed by
high-school demands such as one also made by the Virginia con-
ference. The colleges are ca1led upon to provide a general course,
admission to which is not based on geometry, advanced algebra, and
foreign language. Although in some of the middle western and
western universities curricula of this character have been provided
for some years, it, is significant *that the educationally conservitive
South should make a demand of this character. It. doubtless reflects
the infusi9Rlinto an agricultural region of industrial and commer-
cial life..

Those who are satisfied that present, available metho4 of predict-
ing success and of determining ability are conclusive regard careful
selection of college °students as essential. The selective processes
used include intelligence tests, examinations, and investigations by
personnel specialists, but actual admission is usually determined
upon the basis of some arbitrary mathematical cbmputation. A very
common one is that. of restricting admission to the upper quartile
of the high-school class, but the process may become somewhat in-
volved, similar to that of the University of Chicago, which adds to
the high-school passing mark two-fifths of the diffGrence between
the passing mark and 100 per cent.

Many educators believe that failure to make careful selection of
college students by these and other devices is unfair both to the 1
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student and to the institution. President McVey, of the University
of Kentucky, reflects this attitude in his st4tenwnt that " the chaff
must be winnowed out, else the entire system of higher education in
the United States will break down." On the other hand, those who
have less confidence in the fin41 validity of our judgments based upon
information now obtainable, view this tendency to selection with
considerable disquiet. The president of Franklin and Marshall Col-
lege. in describing the work of his own institution. says:

No--attethpt hn Veen made to discriminate in the selection only of students
of superior quality so as tat eliminate or reject those who have been less fortu-,..

Mite in early training anti opportunity, provided they meet the ttlst of scholar-
ship and character in the requirements for admission. The greatest danger in
modern education is not that the gifted student may be dwarfed or hindered
in his development, but rather that the one of mediocre ability may be neglected
and nut given a fair chance to stimulate all that is best in him. No college that
is worthy of its privilege can arbitrarily drop those In the lower quarte r. who
have acceptably passed the intellectual standards without shirking responsibility
inherent in the charter of the institution.

President McVey represents a State university and the president
of Franklin and Marshall College represents a private institution.
These two quotations serve to emphasize that the difference of opin-
ion is not one drawn upon public and private college lines. Alumni
of the private colleges as well as of the public one"pre beginning
to resent exclusion in certain instances as going beyond all reason.
Naturally they raiK questions when they discover that their alma
mater, as is true of one institution, has only 9..5 students per teacher
and yet succeeds in graduating only 45 per cent of students admitted
from the upper quartile of the high-school classes.

Few State university administrators are willing to place their in-
stitutions in the position 'of refusing to admit any very large number
of graduates from accredited high schools. Nevertheless they recog-
nize that in many cases four years of college may not be best for all,,
who have qualified by a high-school course for admission to the
university. In the past,they have 'met this situation by the appli-
cation of drastic and in some cases cruel processes of elimination
after admission to the college. During the biennium a marked in-
crease of dissatisfasien with this process may be ,observed in the
comment of presidents and deans. The tendency is apparently to
turn to the development of junior colleges or lower divisions and of
other terminal curricula shorter than the traditional 4-year course,
and to provide for the shifting of the students whom guidance pro-
grams tailed. originally to assign properly.

The outstanding tendencies with reference to high-school and col-
lege relations during the biennium have been recognition on the part
of the colleges of the strength of the positiop of the public high
schools', willingness to consider adjustments on the basis of facts

_
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rather than upon the basis of theoretical or traditional curricula, and
the cooperation of both high school and college in the creation of
new units of organization anti instruction in the field that lies between
the junior high school and the senior college.

COLLEGE COOPERATION AND CONSOLIDATION

In harmony with the current desire of the colleges to conditct
their work as part of one educational provess with the high
and to look to the needs and desires of the outside world for (ruitlance
in the development of their educational programs are the closer
cooperating relationships among the colleges themselves. One of
the striking tendencies of the biennium is the increase of such coop-
eration.

Of course, there have always been contacts between colleges and
cooperative activities through professional associations, through ex-
change of professors and students, and by means of interchange of
publications. Recent tendencies. howe7er, go further. In the past
the associmion of colleffes has consisted lar(relv of common counsele7.

for the purpose of derMng information and suggetions which each
might. carry back for the solution of ik own problems. The tend-
ency now seems increasingly to be toward association for the pur-
pose of undertaking together common educational projects. In the
past the competitive attitude has made it difficult to secure real
cooperation for joint attack upon common objectives. Apparently
there has developed recenCy, greater desire to analyze the tasks of
higher education in order to determine the responsibility Of specific
institutions for the performance of special functions and willing-
ness to relinquish to an(1 to assist other institutions in the perform-
ance of obligations outside chosen fields. The correspondence of
the Bureau of Education indicates a striking growth of interest in
these matters. In view of the frequent tendency of theses to lag
behind actual movements in education it is perhaps especially sig-
nificant that in the University of South Carolina, a Ph. D. thesis on
the subject of consolidation of higher institutions is in coursge of
preparation. The new spirit is expressed in cooperativo ventures
and in actual consolidation and affiliation of organizations.

It must no doubt be admitted that part of this cooperative attitude
of the colleges has resulted from the abundance of student material
and consequent financial pressure. But anyone familiar with the
situation will recognize tha4 changes in the entire educational or-
ganizatip from the elementary to the college period have con-
tributed to this movement. Probably also the attitude and interest
with reference to these matters are due in part to changes in the
intellectdal and social convictions of the college world. The view

;cliool
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point is less individual. Scholai.ship cuts across and spreads over
ever wi4ning geographi41 and institutional areas.

It is impossible for mlleges to avoid recognition of their common
interest when studies like those of George R. Moon, of the University
of Chicago, show that a large proportion of the students who drop
out. during the freshman yedtir do so to attend other institutions;
when the Western College for Women publishes the fact that its
large losses at the end of the sophomore year are due to the desire
of students to enter coeducational institut ions; when all the colleges
find that a large proportion of their students leave the regular coh
lege course at the end of the -.ophonioro year to undertake specializa-
tion in their ONVI1 institution or elsewhere. In the past, institutions
have been preoccupied with attempts t6 prevent. such shifting of
students in order to preserve their own attendance at the largest
possible number and to secure credit for carrying a large percentage
of students through to completion. As soon, however, as the higher
institutions recognize as a fact and as a desirable condition the
possit;ility of accomplishing certain life objectives in less than four
years, the values of wider student experience. and the impossibility
for every institution to provide specialization in every field, the
measure of the effectiveness of an institution ceases to be the pro-
portion of its freshmen that it can graduate and becomes the ability
of the program offered to meet the needs of the students it has.

It is necessary to mention but a few examples of cooperation be-
tween colleges and universities to indicate the spirit that controlsa large peoport ion of our institutions at the present time. In IIinne-
:zota, 50 freshman scholarships are granted by the university, but
these scholarships, under the regulations, need not be taken in the
University of Minnsota. The university indicates to the high-school
students entitled to receive the 50 schohirships that their Purpose will
be served quite as well if they attend any reputable higher institution
of learning. In Ohio, 12 arts and science colleges in the State have
an understanding with the Ohio Stafe University whereby graduate
work in certain fields is left to the university. Seven private women's
colleges in the East combine to present the claims of women's col-
kges for financial support. Even on this most delicate subject of
competition for funds there seems to be willingness to abide by the
results of presentation of a common cause. Another striking instance
is the case of Miami University and the Western College for Women.
For various reasons, which in no way reflect upon the character of
the work offered by these institutions, large humbers of students leave
at the end of the sophomore year. As a result the upper (*Lasses in
both institutions are small. Instruction in these classes, therefore,
becomes expensive. The proposal has been made thaCcertain classes
be conducted in common, thus enabling each institution to reduce its

I Wee
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expenses without reducing the variety of its offerings or the exceh
lent character of its instruction.

It, is not the purpose of this statement to multiply examples of co-

operation. Examination of the detailed history of higfier education
during the past few years will show that such arrangements have been
inreasing with regularity. Administrative devices have been in-
vonted for their accomplishment, and the scope of such arrangements
extended to include matters that a few years ago would have been
regarded as outside the fiehl of cooperation.

It sepms worth while to call attention somewhat. morP specifically
to instances which indicate I. tendency to actual consolidation and
affiliation. The Bureau of Education issues annually a directory of
colleges and universities. Each institution makes a report which is
used in compiling this directory. The reports show that actual con-

solidations of institutions have been notably frequent during the
past two years. Very little information has been available which
would indicate the significance of these consolidations. In some
cases, such as the consolidation of .Neberry College and Sunderland
College in South Carolina, it. has been the purpose to meet the
requirements of a regional association. Probably -similar purposes
have controlled the affiliations of the Missouri Wesleyan at Cameron,
Mo., and Baker Univeesity at Baldwin, Kans., and that of Duchesne
College and Creighton University. In some cases affiliations have
taken place in order to secure concentration of resources. This is
probably the case with Erskine College and the Woman's College of
Due West, S. C.

More interesting than these examples of affiliation to meet formal
standards or to increase financial strength are affiliations for specific
educational Purposes. Dental schools have frequently consolidated
as a result of desire for higher standards and the wish to affiliate
with medical schools. The example of the medical center idea, which
brings together medical schools, hospitals, nursing schools, schools
of dentistry and pharmacy, would seem to be spreading to other
lines of activity. One interesting case of affiliation for a specific
purpose is that of Western Reserve University and the Case School
of Applied Science, which have jointly established an evening college
in Cleveland to carry on adult and part-time activities. An affiliation
for a similar purpose is that of the Sheffield Scientific School at Yale
and the New Haven Branch of Northeastern University. Yale per-
mits the'use of classrooms and laboratories for the evening classes of
the Northeastern University,. thus serving its local community and
furtlwring the interests of the other college.

One of the most interesting proposals is the Claremont College
scheme. The purpose seems to be that of obtaining the benefits of

. the small college unit and at the same time securing,the advantages

1.
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from the increased facilities which association proyides. Thus the
library, certain laboratories, graduate work, and extension activities
may be carried on as common projects while each constituent college
will have its own objectives and program, its own trustees, faculty,
and endowment. It is a definite attempt to set up a college federa-
tion.

President Nicholas Murray Butler describes another terviency with
reference to own institution that is by no means confined to
Columbia :

It is quite- NN:ithin the bounds of kossihility that during the next generation
both Columbia University and other universities that have the inestimable
advantages of an urban situation may find themselves surrounded by a whole
group of junior colleges that have sprung up as the result of their sAveral
influences and inspirations. The administration and oversight of a group of
such jnnior colleges would present no serious difficulties and their teaching posi-
tions would naturally be filled, chiefly at least, by men and women trained at the
university under whose auspices they had been brought into being. Junior
colleges, wherever they are, will do well to seek university affiliation.

New York University, Boston University. the University of Cali-
fornia, Vassar College, Rutgers University, and others, perhaps, have
entered into arrangement4:of affiliation with junior colleges or are
undertaking the developmept of junior colleges as branch institutions.

In some instances this relationship of the junior college to central
institutions has developed or tends to develop- from the extension
activities of the institution. Extension classes are established in
various centers. As they develop and the programs become extensive
and the attendance large, the economical thing is to establish them
as affiliated resident junior colleges

The branch institution is, of course, no new thing. The Univer-
sity of Idaho has for many years had a branch junior college at
Pocatello; the Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College has
branch colleges; the Agricultural College of Utah concluots a branch
junior college at Cedar City ; both the Colorado Agricultural Col-
lege and the University of Colorado have participated in the estab-
lishment of affiliated branches. Instances of this kind might be
multiplied.

In some cases affiliated junior colleges tend to become 4-year
institutions without destroying the relationship. Few instances have
arisen, however,- in *which a 4-year college has been adopted by a
larger institution and maintained as a separate unit. The merger
of St. Stephen's with Columbia University, therefore, is especially
interesting. St. Stephen's College is located 90 miles from New
York City and has been successfully operated in affiliation with the
Episcopal Church for many years. Columbia Universityllimits its
attendance in Columbia College to 2,000. It has over three times

46583°---29---qr8
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that number of applicants for admission each year. One of the pur-
poses of the merger of St. Stephen's with Columbia is to enlarge
the field of undergriduate education without affect,* the limits
placed upon Columbia Qollege. St. Stephen's 'enable Columbia
to conduct another unit of very different character from Columbia
College. St. Stephen's will have the advantages of a small country
college liinited to 250 Audents.

Columbia University and Union Theological Seminary have been
affiliated to a greater or less degree for many years. Recentiv,
however, owing to the fact that the State department of educatic;n
would not extend the privilege of granting the master's and doc-
tor's degrees to the seminary, this affiliation has been made closer.
It is very important. for missionaries and for women who teach the
Bible in denominational schools in this country to have the master's
and doctor's degrees. They secure the training for their special
work in the seminary. Columbia and Union have recently made an

arrangement whereby the university will grant advanced degrees for
work carried on in the seminary.

Attention has been called in previous biennial reports to the tend-
ency of various groups to affiliate and aonsolidate their work.
Examples of this kind are the merger of the Catholic colleges in and
near St. Louis with the College of Arts and Sciences of St. Louis
University. The autonomy of the several affilialtgekcolleges is pre-
served but the degrees are granted by the university. The Arkansas
Methodist Educational Commission has adopted a.proposal to unify
the work of the colleges under its control. It is proposed to establish
a central university and to reduce the three Methodist colleges
Hendrix, Galloway, and Henderson-Brownto the rank of junior
colleges. The institutions will be under a single board of trustees.
Competition for students will thus be reduced.

Church boards are increasingly empldying educational advisors and
supervisors for their groups of schools who will serve to render aid
and to guide the development of the individual institutions in har-
mony with. the common purposes of the group and in such a way as
to prevent undesirable duplication and competition. Surveys of
entire groups of church institutions and continaus surveys under
competent central direction are enablipg small institutions to obtain
the advantages of self-knowledge which hasié in the past been largely
confined to large colleges and universities.

A recent development is of speciahinterest as indicating the affilia-
tion of institutions for the purpose of rendering a common com-
munity service in an effective manner. New York City has had two
collegesthe College of the City of New York and Hunter College
both in the borough of Manhattan and each with its own board of

sill
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trustees. The demands upon these two institutions tended to exceed
their capacities. Every borough of the five ieNew York City there-
fore demanded a college similar to the College of the City of New
York or Hunter. Bills for five new colleges were before the legis-
lature in 1924, which, if granted, would have given the city seven

colleges with seven separate boards of trustees and seven groups
applying to the city for funds. In response to these demands and in
order to prevent the evils of competition and expenditure which
would result from such an arrangement, a board of higher education
has been set up in which ultimately all the boroughs will be repre-
sented. This board will administer the whole situation and is pro-
ceeding to set up a system of collws which will be known as the
College of the City of New York, although each constituent portion
will have a distinctive name.

Although little comment has been aroused, these attempts at co-
operation and affiliation have been effected in sufficiently scattered
portions of the United States and upon a sufficiently large scale to
indicate that a new form of organiz'ation is being developed in higher
education. The tendency to association and affiliation, seems to be
developing for the purpose of perfecting the selective processes of
the stronger institutions and for the purpose of serving as feeders to
their advanced work, for the purpose of strengthening the faculties
and prestige of the wilaker elements, and, above all, for the purpose
of covering the entire demand for higher education in an economical
and efficient manner.

SPECIAL PERIODS AND SERVICES

To most people college work means study pursued nine months
each year for a period of four years. This conception is entirely
inadequate to cover the present day activities and services of uni-
versities and colleges. The variety of periods, coures, and services
which do not harmoniv with the popular idea of the activities of
the university, is startling to anyone unfamiliar with developments
during the past 15 or 20 years.. Summer schools, research bureaus
and stations, conference groups, short courses, institutes for special
groups of interest front child welfare to tax problems, municipal
reference bureaus, reading and club service, and many other forms
of educational and expert aid are given as a result of the assembly
of personnel and equipment for the education of resident under-
graduate and graduate students.

The desire of the universities to utilize these resources for' wider
usefulness has led to considerable confusion The place of these
services in the institutional organization is not clearly defined. The
administration and the offerings are not regularized or standardized.
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Participation of college faculties in these activities is frequently not
regarded as on the same basis as is " regular " class and laboratory
work or research. Financing is usually a thing apart from the
financing of other activities of the institution. It is not the purpose
of this discussion to treat of the sumner session as such but it serves
conveniently as an example of a highly developed educational period
and service of the charatAer under consideration. It has attained
a development that pres'ents chardcteristics which may indicate
tendencies in the development of other special periods and serviuls.
The summer school perhaps most clearly represents the present
tendoc; in the adjustment of these " extra " activities to what iz
known as " regular " work.

From the standpoint of institutional organization and function,
summer school is in a stage of transition. In spite of attempts to
make it so7it has not been placed upon the same basis as the regular
quarter or term. Even in the institutions in which the summer school
is formally designated as a fourth quarter, administration frequently,
continues to be special ; the faculty in large pall is assembled for what
is regarded as.an extraordinary Purpose; offerings, even when regu-
lar resident courses are reproduced, are supplemented by special offer-
ings; and the regular offerings themselves are modified to a consid-
erable degree to meet the more concentrated efforts of a different
class of students. The summer quarter, therefore, still retains its
character of a special period offering special work for groups with
basic interests different from thoso of the " term time " resident grad-
ate and undergraduate student body.

The student body of the summer school is, of course, largely made
pp of teachers and other types of workers who are free for a rela-
tively short period. The school for women workers in industry,
which has been running at Bryn Mawr for several years, a similar
school recently inaugurated by Barmi i. and the Interdational In-
stitute conducted at Williams, are examp es

1
of other types of special

summer session service. Special periods and courses are primarily
intended to render educatiCinal service to those who are activelx em-
ployed, and to those who wish to correct deficiencies of past educa-
tional experience.

All of these services have experienced a tremendous growth within
recent years. The increase in attendance at

.
summer school is illustra-

tive, although probably even less remarkable than participation in
otrthe benefits of some of ler activities under discussion. The

summer school at the U
t

ersity of Michigan has ahnost trebled in
the past 10 years; from 1918 to 1927 the attendance increased from
1,301 to 3,811. Everywhere attendance in summer schools has in-
creased more rapidly than general attendance upon the regular ses-
sions of the institutions, although the growth of the latter has been

i
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so remarkable as to constitute the starting point for much of the edu-
cational discussion of the past few years.

One feature of summer-school attendance is especially significant--
the increase in the proportion of graduate students. In Michigan
over one-fourth of the summer-school students in 1927 were securing
graduate credit. The percentage of summer enrollment in the grad-
uate school increased from 11 per cent in 1918 to 27 per cent in 1927,
and the per cent with vilege degrees increased from 21 pe'r cent in
1918 to 41 per cent in 1927. Similar increases in the graduate field

are shown in the University of Minnesota where the growtH has been
from 11.6 per cent in 1924 to 16.2 per cent in 1927.

In the graduate and profiissional phases of extension activities
large gains have also taken place. Extension work was formerly
regarded as of subcollege, or at best, of junior college level. The
increased emphasis upon professional service hasittlready been illus-
trated in connection with medical and dental courses for-practitioners
and similar work has been growing rapidly for teachers and business
men. This change of emphasis in the wórk offered in' summer
schools and other special periods is significant in that it is evidence
of larger desire to render serv.ice to alumni and to establish closer
conneCtion with the needs orthe world outside college walls.

Support of these special periods and services presents many prob-
lems. In general they tend to become more nearly self-supporting
or even profitable than is the work of the accredited undergraduate
institution. This is illustrated again by the financing of summer
schools. They sometimes establish credit items upon the institutional
accounts. Thus the summer school at Middlebury College operated
in 1926 at a profit of more than $2,000, and in 1927 it showed a credit
balance of more than $10,000. The latter figure should be reduced
by the $7,250 allowed for use of college buildings and the wor4c in -

the general college offices, but still a balance of more than $2,500 is
shown. These amounts are, of course, insignificant as sources of

income for the institution, but that any balance should be obtained
from the activity of an educational institution not conducted for the
purpose of profit is a new thing' in education. In many respects the
summer school, from the financial standpoint, may be regarded as

comparable to the utilization of idle land by the erection of a build-
ing which serves as a " taxpayer," or by the practice of a manufac-
turer in taking on contracts during slack seasons which do not pay a
profit ba pay the çarrying charges of the plant arid serve to main-
tain the Organization intact. Idle college plants deteriorate rapidly.
The spectacle of a great educational institution standing relatively
empty and unused during practically a quarter of the year is not
conducive to support either from legislative assemblies or private

a
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benefa,ctors. President Hall, of Ore Ion', advances this argument in
his proposal to1 double the budget ofthe summer school. He argues
that to expand the summer work will utilize the plant during the
fourth quarter, thus increasing the capacity of the institution
one-third.

There is danger in the tendeng to require renearche units and simi-
lar activities,, which are here regarded as a type of special service to
meet the entire cost of their maintenance. Research units and activi-

4, ties set up to accomplish specific studies in the field of industry may,
of course, prope,rly be borne by the industry itself. Such support
it not undesirable unless; it tends to distort the spirit of research and
scientific study. Research in the social and general economic fields is,
however, an activity that does not directly contribute to a going
business in the same sense that research in the scientific fields may.
Since research in the social fields is not directly a business matter,
Government and private donation would seem to be justified in their
support. Self-support of industrial research may tend to distort the
scientific viewpoint; social research can not expect to become self-
supporting.

The greatest need in connection with the special periods and serv-
ices under discussion is. recognition of these services as proper and
valuable to the institution as well as to those served. To be sure, not
all of the services now carried on should be continued indefinitely as
college functions. In some cases it is perhaps merely the function of
the institution to develop the service with the idea of turning it over
to a more appropriate agency as soon as possible. Further definition
and assignment of function with reference to these services should
take the place of present somewhat haphazard inauguration. Indi-
cations are that this definition is nowtO in process of formulation, no*:
upon the basis of traditional conceptions of college functions, but
from the standpoint of the relationship of the institution to the indi-
vidual who does not attend college, and to the individual who con-
tinues to have problems which educational service may solve after
he has left college.

Parallel to the need for further defihition'is determination of how
far The State or regular institutional funds should be devpted to the
support of these activities. Some standardization of relationship is
perhaps desirable in order to prevent important phases of this work
from being regarded as excrescences or asides in the life of the
institution. The tendency naturally, in view of the active disc. -ion
centering about the idea that the college student. should pay Tilt of

gke cost of his education, is to make adults who take advantage of
these services par all the expense. Institutions that will not accept
the principle of educatir at cost fon.resident students are frequently
willing to promote speciiil periods and services at a profit. Whether

L
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onb principle should control regular work and another work of the
type under discussion, may be questioned, but the tendency is to make
some such distinction.

COLLEGE RELIGIOUS AND SOCIAL LIFE
The meaning of religion to the iildividual or to any group is always

difficult to measure. This is especially difficult in the colleges and
uhiversities. Many factors serve to confuse judgment. On the one
hand, organized effort tends to magnify the significance of religion

. in college life, and on the other, young people to-day in college and
out tend to regard matters of this kind as more laNgely personal
than social. Probably the conception of rligion that is representa-tive of college student opinion is that it is decency, personal and
social altruism', personal self-reliance and responsibility, rather than
a magical means of salvation, a series of observances such as church
attendance, or a body of theological conviction. The tendency to
magnify personal independence and individual responsibility may,in religious as well as in moral issues, tend to develop either intel-ligent -tolerance or a wishy-washy attitude upon problems of per-
Fonal conaiiZrTrmisocial obligation. On the other hand, theological
dogmas al)out which much feeling and earnest discussion centered in*the older generation, may be formally accepted by reason of early
training without real conviction. If this attempt to summarize dis-
cussion and comment is reasonably correct, thq college attitude on
religious questions differs little from that of a large proportion of
the general public.

Anyone seeking to evaluate the place of feligion in tile colleges
would natura113. expect enlightenment in the report of the nationalstudent .conference held in December, 1926, and published as Re-ligion on the Campus. Examination shows, however, that this con-
ference concerned itself in large part with the subject matter ofrelígil rather than. with the eanipus problems of religious life.The report creates the impression that it might have been just aswell a conference of theological seminary stwients for the purposeof discussing certain technical points of their contemplated pro-fession.

As an indication of the trend of student thought upon religiousmatters, the participation of students in defeating., the bill intro-duced into the Minnesota Legislature for the purpose of preventingthe teaching of evolution seems more significant. The discussionbefore the legislative committee did not, of course, concern the meritsof the case for and against evolution, but was confined to discussionof the questign, as to whether legislation upon such matters was
appropriate 'subject matter for consideration by a political .body.

t.
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The students were, with rather surprising unanimity, opposed t,o

the legislation, not upon the grounds of religious doubt or dis-

%lief, but upon the grounds of social and individual principles,

which maintain the right of the individual to examine all aspects of

thought and of the university to present for their consideration all

types of thinking. President Coffman's argument. against the bill

did not touch the religious quelttion at all, except to assert that the bill

should fail because " it will stifle learning, cripple research, destroy

intellectual integrity, doom the university to mediocrity or less, and

it will not make students more religious." College students have for

many years been regarded by their elders as. especialry prone to

resent comptrision both of formal law and social pressure. It is
among youth that the belief is strongest that i)rogress may be made

by challengingt, the exercise of authority and the enforcement of con-

ventional practices and beliefs. The attitude of the students in tlw

Minnesota' qiscussion probably reflects this viewpoint of young

people even more than it reflects the effect of univ'ersity teaching.

When Yale abolished compulsory chapel the fend expressed on

the part of those who are interested in religious life were given much

:pubiicity. Similar action by other institutions has been taken, yet

no disastrous results can be noted. The president of Vassar is satis-

fied that voluntary chapel attendance at that institution has been a

success. The number who go to chapel has been greatly reduced but

there Was been a complete change in the attitude toward the service

and in the response to its value by those who attend.

When one turns from questions of student belief and attitude in

regard to matters of religion and attempts to find an objective

measure of religion in the colleges, the. instruction offered in religion

and related subjects, such as Biblical literature, naturally seems to

offer some basis for judgment. Several studies have been made

recently in regard to the opportunity for study of religious subjects

in the undergraduate colleges. ,It is rather surprising to find the

richness of the offerings in State universities and nondenominational

institutions, although, as may be expected, they offer fewer semester

hours in the field oi religion than is ihe case of the denominational

Institutions. Inasmuch as some of the denominational collvges
x

undertake to train religious teachers and missionaries and offer

special inducements to those who contemplate entering the ministry,

it becomes more significant that the offerings in these subjects in the

State universities and nondenominational institutions so nearly ap-

proach th9se of the denominationql colleges. Indeed, it would seem

that theaariety of offerings is probably greater in State and non-

denominational colleges than in the denominational. This is, of

course, accounted for in part by the fact tlat the denominational

colleges are smaller and have not at their command the resources of
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the larger universities. It. is also interesting to note that the non-
denominational colleges allow a maximum of free electives in reli-
gious subjects in practically the same proportion as the denomina-
tional.

It has been said that it is difficult to distinguish between the re-
ligious tone of institutions upon any basis that can be traced to the
religiqus connection or nonconnection of th'e institution. Various
inquifies would seem to indicate that there is more difference in
regional attitudes than between denomihational and nondenomina-tion4 institutions in the same region, ifJgreat natioN institutions,
suc4 'as liarvard, Princeton, and Chicago, are omitted from con-
s¡clei.ati6n, .

the-triited\Ninkin'g. in the. colleges of States has received much
discussion. Attention to drinking in the colleges hasten given an
amount of atteittión all 'out a proportion to stude'nt coVsumption of
liquor as comparA .to that by the general public. Frok the stand-point of the sbcial experiment which the United States 's now try-
ing, this is probably as it should be, since the future ge'neration ofleaders will come from the colleges and the success or faiiv. of the
experiment will depend more largely upon this group than tipOn-the
general public. From the standpoint, however, of the impressi6n
given of American college life and of pv,F4i1t j.condit ions as compared
with those .of the past, the emphasis creates* distorted view. Prob-

4 ably no shigle thing has done more to torrect these impressions thanthe poll taken by the Literary Digest with reference t6 drinkingin the colleges. Two hundred arid thirteen college presidents repliedto the questions of the magazine and were almost unanimous in say-;ng that drinking, as they have observed it, is on the decrease. One"
liundred college editors replied, and as one account expresses it, " the
majority of them agree with the opinion of flie college presidents thiit ,youth is giving up the bottle." Driiiking seems to be going out of
fashion among college students. Those who knew conditions in the
Colleges 20 or 25 years ago have little reason for concern. While we
may have lost something of our inside -view of what is going on,ordinary intelligent observation is all that is rectuired to proveatthe
difference. In some sections of the country, for instance, jn large
Portions of the Middle West and the South, drinking is in muchthe same ettlegory as opium eating. It " isn't. done" by college
students. it

It, is encouraging, also, that, discusvion of the tone of college
magazines and other publications is rec6ving` considerable atteutiortxMost educators have been more concerned about the uses of print,than about sumptuary observances. College papers, with the growthof interest in training for journalisnb have improved in enake-up
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'and literary style and frequently in content. The public knows little

about this development. Its knowledge of college papers is derived

from a few comics and jOkes of the salacious or near salacious type.

The Mini Weekly, of the University of Illinois, summarizes the

situation briefly :

Most of these humorous magazines are quoted in anthological publications

and semen digests and newspapers, and sporadically one or another of the

journals, by blaspheming one or another sacred cow, 'erupts into the staid and

sober press agencies of °the country. By these means' the country at large is

aware that these facIbilously titled "humorous" ningazines

The country identifies each of the publications with the college from which

it issues, which is fairly important, and identifies all of them with the colleges

of the country ,* which is much more important. The g-reat American

people * * * (look on these humorous publications as barometers of the

undergraduate intelligence aud morals. The barometer is falling.

From the administrative standpoint, college pub1ication8 have

always been a source of disturbance and distress. The tendency to

be daring in social, governmental, and administrative matters, the

desire to shock authority in one fashion or another, and to disturb

smug respectability is no new thing. In general, however, college

administrations and the editorial staffs themselves are taking more

frequently the position that activities of this kind, when freely self-

directed, have a larger educational value than has been usually recog-

nized, or than they can have when subjected to close administrative

supervision. The belief is not simply one of the psychology of

learning, but faith that students themselves through public opinion

will correct and prevent abuses. The importance of individual in-

stances, mistaken zeal, or of moral shiftlessness should not be

exaggerated.
It. is usually recognized that the social life of large universities is

to a degree unified by common enthusiasm for athletics and other

"activities." But few commentators give sufficient emphasis to

loyalty to the organization and " personality " of the university

itself. Probab4 much of the feeling of allegiance to the university,

as such, arises irrom a certain possessive sense that may be identified

in large part with tke accident of, residence comparable to loyalty to

my State," " my town," and " my neighborLlood." The cohesive

power of these loyalties is frequently strong and the source of much

personal satisfaction to students. Nevertheless they do not usually

satisfy the gregarious instincts of students or provide full opportunity

for group activity and expression.
Class loyalty, which in part meets these needs in the smaller col-

leges, is relatively insignificant in the larger universities. Common

intellectual interest centered about a subject-matter field or a pro-

fessor creates a unity of thought and of activity that is sometimes

exist.
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minimized by those who discuss college life, but. is of great influence,
and weight. The growing importance of student professional and
technical organizations and activities demonstrates this unmistakably.

The measures taken by university administrations to facilitate
student intercourse and welfarepersonal guidance, faculty advisors,
commons and dormitories for freshmen, student unions, and similar
devicesare often impersonal and do not create a single group that
within itself provides for the activities and interests, the congeniali-
ties and comradeships, that. self-made human circles do in the world
outside. Large dormitories and immense dining halls tend to prevent
the development of the group consciousness that arises from the
intimacies of living and eating.

Fraternities offer one solution of some of these problems of uni-
versity and college social life. As student organizations they have
the advantages of being self-formed groupings and self-directed in
large part. Even though there may be a degree of artificiality in
their formation and conduct, this is probably no more true than with
other groups organized to serve social needs. They combine the
benefits of common °housing and dining, of social life, of guidance in
activity, and even in study. Condemnation of fraternities and their
faults must be consid'ered in the light/of these advantages and of
certain material facts.

There are 3,429 active fraternities and sorority chapters in nearly,
700 colleges in the United States not including chapters of honorary
and semihonorary fraternities. Almost 2,600 of these have college
homes of which nearly 2,000 are owned by the chapters themselves.
The investment is approximately $64,470,000. Almost one-terith of
the entire college student body of the' country is housed and fed in
fraternity houses. The birrden thus taken from the institutions is;
therefore, considerable.

%et Many of the evils that arise in connection with c011ege fratetnitiks
have been que to institutional assumption of too little responsibility
and authority in aspects of fraternity activity other than those con-
nected with housing. In recent years, however, in cooperation with
national fraternity headquarters, the colleges are exercising a greater
degree of Igitimate control and discovering means of utilizing the
fraternity organization to handle details of discipline and mainte-
nance of schaastic standards. Reports of grades of fraternity men
in pmparison with those of the general student body and of non-
fraternity men are now quite commonly made annually and published
by the colleges. Studies of national groups and of large numbers
of colleges tend to show tbat fraternity scholarship compares very
favorably with that of other groups.

25
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IMPROVEMENT OF. INSTRUCTION

The quality of teaching in the colleges is receiving ever greater
attention. The denunciation of college instruction continues. The
president of Washington and Lee University summarizes in a brief
statement the features of responsibility that have received most atten-
tion and the standpoint from which interest arises: "The annual
waste heap of college failures .. . is, in my judgment, a severe indict-
ment of the curriculum enforced, the methods of instrnction employed,
and the campus atmosphere allowed to form in the undergraduate
department of our American institutions."

The bureau's biennial report on higher education for 1924-1926
describes in some detail the efforts being made to improve college
teaching. These efforts arose in large part from increased interest
in the individual student and were expressed chiefly in administra-
tive measures intended to arouse the ihterest of the faculty and to
call their attention to the development of teaching theories and prac-
tice's in secondary education which appeared to be applicable to coh
lege instruction. The devictis adopted to accomplish this purpose in-
clude: (1) Requirements of professional training in education as a
prerequisite to employment ; (2) experience in teaching as prerequisite
for employment; (3) courses in education designed for college fac-
ulties; (4) facttlty meetings for the discussion of the problems of
teaching; (5) the formation of institutional committees for study of
problems of teaching; and (6) analyses of the content of courses and
statement of course objectives.

Studies of this kind are still being made and should continue to
be macie, although knowledge of their value is now quite widely dis-
seminated. The more or less routine measure of the extent to which
administrative devices of these types are being or have been adopted
is being carried forward by a study conducted by a committee of
the National Society of College Teachers oi Education. This studY
co*rs general organization or administration, organization and
administration of classes, methods of supervision, and changes in
curricula.

Although no attempt can be made here to describe the specific
measures taken during ,the biennium to' make adjustments in the
administrative field for the purpose of improving the instruction
given to students, it is worth while perhaps to call attention to three
or four experiments and studies in this direction.

Harvard has adopted a plan whereby departments may be per-
mitted to discontinue lectures and other classroom work during two
periods of two and one-half weeks each during the year. Both stu-
dents and instructors are required to be in attendance at the
institution during these periods. The purpose is to give students
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(pportunities to carry on systematie reading and self-directed study
activities without the interruptions and restrictions of daily schedules,
Although it is stated that the arrangement. is designed to give the
teacher more opportunity for writing and research as well as to give
the student. a better opportunity for study, the readjustment is of
importance also as ap experiment. in modifying present teaching
conventions.

Under a somewhat similar although less general plan, Cornell Uni-
versity has extepded the privilege of informal study to about 50
sophomores. Under the Cornell plan the maxhnum number of class
hours Nv i 1 1 be 15, but. in adaition 3 hours for informal study will
be dervnded in order to satisfy the requirements for graduation.
Great afeedom is allowed to the student in selsecting the field to which
he shall devote himself during the period of informal study and in
determining how he shall attempt the task.

The experiment in conducting a summer school for engineering
teachers which was financed by the Carnegie Corporation in the sum-
mer of 1927 has been continued durinpr the summer of 1928 and will
be continued in the summer of 1929. Schools were held during the
summer of 1927 at Cornell University and at the University of Wis-
consin. The work of the first. school centered about the teaching of
mechanics and covered the organization and content of such courses
as well as the methods of presentation and testing. On the whole
those who attended or participated in the work were very favorably
impresed. The benefits derived seem to have been difficult to form-
ulate but judgment by the teacher students was almost universally
favorable. The second summer school held at Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology and the University of Pittsburgh was also sue--
cvssful. Fr.om the two experiences it is interesting to discover that
comment and criticism indicate that more valuable results were ob-
tained from informal exchange of experience and opinion than from
the formal lectures and discussions. It wa's difficult to secure men
professionally trained in education who could make specific applica-
tions to engineering teaching or even to college teaching, Little
actual experimentation in the problen of engineering college educa-
tion has been carried on. The body'id knowledge, therefore, upon
which to base applications and conclusions is very limited, much more
so than is true of the teaching of Latin or mathematics in the high
school. The practical experience of successful engineering teachers
was of necessity, therefore the most into-resting and helpful source
of information with reference to the problems with which the sum-
mer schools were designed to deal. Some commentators, at any rate,
are of the opinion that controlled experiments in the field of college
teaching of enginéering will have to be carried on over a period of

amillP"w
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years before a body of information can be collected which will serve
as a real basis for the instruction of engineering professors.
-,__An attempt has been made at the I7.niversity of Chicago to set up
" an informal means of self-appraisal and development of balanced
excellence in instruction.". The method used in determining a stand-
ard by which the quality of instruction might be judged is exceed-
ingly interesting. Twi) things were sought : First, what an instruc-
tor should do; and, second, the qualities which he should possess.
The members of the committee, consisting,of four members of the
faculty and of five siudents, first prepared a list of the qualities de-
sirable in instructors conducting lecture-discussion classes in the
junior college. These suggestions and others were then tabulated
and classified and submitted to 31 instructors in the junior college with
the réquest that they indicate additions, omissions, and revisions.
Upon the basis of the suggestions received the committee reclassified
and revised the list which was then submitted to educational experts
for suggestions. Five classifications were made in the self-appraisal
form. In the order of ranking, knowledge and organization of
subject matter is assigned first place; skill of instruction, second;
personal qualities, third; profegsional development, fourth; and uni-
versity cooperation, fifth. If there is validity in this order based
upon the judgment of students and of faculty members, it is inter-
esting to note that professioenal development and university cooper-
ation, the factors upon which the colleges have been in the habit of
placing most emphasis in their estimate of teachers, are at the bot-
tom of the list. Of the subdivisions undPv- knowledge and organiza-
tion of subject matter, possessing a broad and accurate knowledge
of the subject is given first rank, while pointing out the refations
between the materials of the course and other subjects and between
these materials and current affairs is fifth and last among the points
listed. If the arrangement of the 1 1 points\ which characterize
skill in instruction can be accepted, getting the point of view of the
students and djusting to the students' power of comprehension is
assi ed first anking. Managing routine affairs efficiently, such as
seating s uat/nts, recording at4endance, meeting and dismissing
classes, and returning papers promptly, is eleventh in order. Of the
10 personal qualifications listed for self-rating by the instructor,
interest in the subject and interest in teaching are the two that head
the list, whilvIreedom from personal idiosyncrasies is regarded as
the least important. Probably such a rating scheme does not pro-
vide a very practical mechanism for judgment but it repays study
and should prove suggestive to the teacher who wishes to improve
his work. If the plan of investigation might have rested upon a

.
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-omewhat, broader student, b4se than was the case in this special
instance, its force would be even greater.

Administrative devices and studies of procedure, such as those
described above, lead naturally to increasing emphasis upon study
and experimentation in actual teaching. During the biennium
growth of such work has been remarkable. A fairly satisfactory
measure of such interest is afforded by reports colhaed by the Bureau
of Education showing the studies in education in progress but not,
completed during the year 1927-28. Of 800 studies 105 Nvere in the
field of higher education. Of these approximately one-fifth were
concerned directly and primarily with cgiftlynt, aims, and methods of
instruction in various subject-matter fields. No similar récord is
available for the first year of the biennium covered by this review
nor for the studies completed in the second year, but examination of
the 247 studies in higher education reporled to the bureau as com-
pleted in 1926-27 shows that almost one-seventh deal with similar
problems of teaching. This number would have been considerably
increased if the studies in content and method of courses of profes-
sional character conducted by teacher-training institutions had been
included., These were omitted since it was so frequently impossible
to determine that they were directly applicable to college instruction,
although undoubtedly they were in many cases. As may be expected,
.chools of education and other teacher-training agencies are the most
active in attacking th* own problems of teaching by the use of
methods which they have promoted in the study of elementary and
secondary school problems. Mention may be made of two or three
of the studivis bearing directly upon the problems of college
instruction. t

i

The University of Akron in attacking thoproblem of student mor-
tality has attempted to get at basic reasons for student deficiency and
progress rather than to rest content with processes a exclusion or
upon other administrative devices which relieve the institution of

. responsibility. The.committee appointed to study this matey found
that one student could read and understand to the extent of 100 points
in a fixed time, while another could read and understand the same
material only to the extent of 20 p ents. On this basis the scope and
extent of the work which may l)r0L4b1y be assigned to students will
vary widely. One of Minnesota's subcommittees on research, that
on the teaching of science, undel:took in 1926'27 to study the pre-
vailing methods of science instruction in the various departments of
the University of Minnesota. The study included the use of text-
books, research technique, conscious changes of methods on the part
of instructors, and the formulation of experimental projects in teach-
ing. The State University of Iowa hi 1942546 made a case study in

A
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elementary psychology of the results of two methods of instruction,
the lecture conference and the individualized method. The experi-
ment was carefully controlled and supervised. The procedures
adopted and the account of the study should be examined in detail by
all college teachers who are desirous of conducting experiments along -#

these. lines. The r?sults of the experiment conducted at the Univer-
sity of Iowa led to the tentative conclusion that these two methods
are equally effective in teaching this particular subject. The ad-
vantages of either method must therefore be sought in ditVtrences of
expense and of administrative difficulties. It is true, however, that
°the tests applied do not measure adequately differences of growth
in character and initiative on the part of the students in the two
types of activity.
\ One publication that has great immediate practical suggestion for
the individual college dean or teacher who wishes to attack the pmb-
lems of college teaching is a little book edited by Prof. Sidney L.
Pressey, of Ohio State University, called " Research Adventures in
College Teaching." The studies reported vary in seriousne---; and
importance. Nont is so extensive or so difficult as to discourage
repetition or improvement by any college faculty which wishes to
obtain first-hand information On its own problems of teaching. The
studies reported are not without. considerable vahle in the results
obtained, but their greatest importance and their real contribution
consists in the demonstration of what can be done with very little
expense and with relatively small effort in experimentation looking
to improved instruction in the colleges.

If an attempt. were made to summarize the tendencies during the
last. biennium looking to better college teaching methods, three points
Would certainly be included. First, there is greater emphasis upon
willingness to try out plans for self-conducted activity on the part of
the student ; second, a niuch greater emphasis in instruction is placed
upon making the student realize that rertaifi elements of work done
are merely providing tools for future activity; third, there is decid-
edly less satisfaction with the cramming process and more willing-
ness to accept as the objective of instruction the stimulation of the
student's Own intellectual interest and activity.

Methods of instruction that are now receiving most attention all
lead to the library. Of course, the library has always been consid-
ered an important elemeilt, in the college, but consciousness of its cen-
tral importance has lagged somewhAt behind the developnants which
now tend to make it in truth ihe heart of higher education. New
methods of instruction have been very important in centering atten-
tion upon college library service. In addition, the development of
graduate and research work in many fields by many institutions has
thrown a much greater burden upon the library. Textbook-lecture

..6
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emphasis in college instruction is giving way .to emphasis upon stu-
dent reading, project development, and self-directed activity on the
part of the gifted student. Review of all literature, wide reading,
and other methods which characterize research procedures may have
beeti overemphasized in undergraduate instruction, but it is unques-
tionable that great gains have been made in the resulting departures
from cut-and-dried methods.

The study Of a selected group of college and university libraries
inad( for the Association of Anwrican Universities by George Allen
Works and published by the American Library Association is an
important and, on the whole, a successful attempt to bring forward
for consideration some of the problems of college and university
libraries which relate to library educational service rather than to
problems of technical library procedure. Although a list of IS of
the better-known and larger institutions was selected for study, most
of them known for the size and variety of their book collections,
reading of the report, gives as its most obvious impression the cortvic-
lion that even these excellent institutions and libraries are surpris-,

ingly short of information with reference to their library service.
This is true even though the study confines itself for the most part. to
elements of service susceptible of objective measure. The author
was able to develop surprisingly little that had direct. application to
the coordination of the work of the studento and teacher with the
service of the library. In other words, it would seem that college and
university libraries have. under the leadership of the American
Library Association, shared with other libraries in the thorough de-
velopment of the technique of handling books which so strikingly
distinguishes American library service from similar service in
Europe. However, few see m to know much about the larger aspects
of li brary administration. The facts in regard to the cost of services
are not available. The organization of the staff imitates that of the
public library without, very much conscious adaptation to the very
different, service of higher educational institutions. Library tech-
nique is of higher quality than college library administration. Both
technique and administration have, however, made more progress
than conscious and systematic coordination of teaching functions
and library service. iw

The survey of negro colleges and universities, made by the
United States Bureau of Education during 19427-28, emphasized the
library service in these institutions. Th4-1strivelopment of a high type
of instruction by these institutions is clearly and unmistakably de-
pendent upon R prior'developnwnt of an adequate and intelligent
edugational library service. This problem was made the subject of
a conference on negro libraries called by the American Library Asso-

-
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elation in February. 1928, and participated in by representai ives of
the Rockefeller Foundation, the Carnegie Corporation, the Bureau
of Education, and representatives of college and State library serv-
ices. In so far as the conference concerned negro college libraries,
the moA important conclusion reached was that. the relatively unde-
veloped condition of both negro librar'.es and of negro h?gher edu-
cation affords an especially promising field for experiments in the
coordination of library service with instruction and with curricular
development. These institutions provide a field for experiment which
might bring results of tremendous value to other institutions.

RESEARCH AND GRADUATE WORK

Any attempt. to describe current conceptions of research and of
graduate work in the colleges and universities is confronted bv a

dilemma whose horns are multiplied like those of the beast in the
Apocalypse. A. multitude of questions about r-esearch and graduate
ork in the institutions are being asked. Three questions, however,

probably afford ;tarting points for disc.ussion which covers a largo
proportion of the problems involved. First, is it the function of an

educational institution to sponsor and conduct research apart from
its teaching program? Second, upon what basis slmuld an institu-
tion determine the nature and scope of its graduate offerings? and,
third, what should -be the relationship between the research carried
on by an institution and its program of graduate wçrk? These
questions can not be discussed conveniently as isolated problems.
They are intimately interrelated and Overlapping.

The justification for research work detached from teaching
functions is -not clear-cut. The public in general regards the college
or university as a teaching institution. It may recognize the value
of the results of research but does not see clearly what the relation-
ship is to the main function of the institution. It. may be doubted
whether many institutions are Prepared to present to the public
from this standpoint, conclusive arguments for all the types of

research carried on. When special research units, such as the

engineering experiment station, the agrivu1turi-..1 experiment station,
and similar Organized units with limited research functions are set

up, there is, of course, no difficulty in making the defense and selling
the idea to the public. The case can not so clearly be made for

research carried on by the instructing staff without definite financial

provision. Usually defense of this phase of the research activities

of an instit.ution takes the form of asfertion that it provides service

to the State and Nation, adds to wealth and social welfare, and is
necessary in order that instructors may be kept alivf. A conclusive
argument seems to be that, research provides subject matter .for
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instrttction. Usually undewraduate instruction is most prominently
referred to.

Research by undergraddate college teachers is presented as an es-
sential element of their activity, but is seldom rewarded by specific
remuneratiou, and provision is infrequently made for it in the
schedule of teaching assignments. The common expression in re-
gard to research by undergraduate instructors is that it is "a by-
preluct of teaching." Just what tiiis means is difficult. to determine.
Much the same situation exists with reference to teachO's who are
also carrying on graduate irstruction, although there is more recog-
nition in 'pay and. in allowance of time for research activities on
the part of these instructors. In both cases institutions tend to
expect research of the teacher upon much the same basis as they
expect him to maintain his health find respectable standing in the
community. The college or university in fact sponsors and makes
itseolf responsible in only the sligktest degree for the research work
of the individual. Under this plan the institution gets credit for
productive and creative activity of research character at a minimum
of expense. Even when a certain amount of time is allowed the ex-
tent of the institution's support af individual research is ill-defined
and the acival cost of carrying on research activity is impossible to
determine. When an institution's research work is in large part
merely individual research, the work is scattered and the different
phases of such activity little related. In other words, there is in
fact no program, and duplication of -effort results within institu-
tions and belween institutions. These conditions tend to prevent
the development of institutional specialization in specific research
fieMs.

Common usage links research and graduate work together, but
the actual connection is vague and the relationship not citarly formu-
lated in theory or in practice. Lip service is rendered to research,
but the tendency is to emphasize graduate work and to measure its
value in terms of numbers and in terms of the rigidity of the processes
of a formal character through which the graduate student is com-
pelled to pass. While it is recognkzed that graduate work should
and sometimes does have some of the characteristics of research, this
is not taken too seriously and in few cases does any large proportion
of the graduate work contribute to an institutional program of
research.

Oraduate work as now carried On is subject to two criticisms : Pint,
it is assumed that anyone who has gone thrmigh the actidemic process
lbading to an advanced degree, preferably the Ph. D., is competent
to conduçt graduate work. Even this formal standard, however, is
not always strictly maintained. Although condemned by formal
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standards, graduate instruction is too frequently -egarded as merely
a continuation of course work similar to that given in the under-
graduate 'ears. Cinnmonly, of course, a higher degree of specializa-
tion is required and various; devices of method and procedure seldom
characteristic of undergraduate instruction are inlroduced into the
graduate course work. In this way some of the processes and tools
of research may be_orquired, but there is thee-minimum of the spirit
of research cleveloped. Second, lvhen the institution's research work
is largely dependent upon individual effort xvithout specific support.,
the professor tends to regard graduate students as an imposition and
nuisance. There is some justification for thi:: feeling. Why should
an activity that is so largely personal and conducted &rifler time
stolen so often from leisure or from possible profitable employ-
ment, be exploited by the institution for the sake of its own Feputa-
tion as a graduate school ? This attitude is sometimes shared by
aunits especially set up for research purposes. Their job is research.
Teaching graduate students is from their standpoint. beside the point.
The desire of the institution to enroll graduate students sometimes
burdens the research units with care of graduate students to an
extent that actually interferes wit h thcir research act i ies. In other
words, admission to Oaduate work in tile fields of formally orp-anized.
research is not determined i/V the number that can be used profitably
in carrying on the research undertaken.

The institutional defense of its posit ioh under t bese. conditions is
difficult in the case of organized research units. In the case of indi-

e

vidualiresearch the institution seems placed in an even more difficult
situation,' eskcially when individual research is carried On as an
extra leisure-time occupation. The in,litution may defend its posi-
tion legitimately enough by maintaining that association in the uni-
versity provides the individual professor with the atmosphere of
scholarship, and that the university's equipnwnt -is made available
for his work. Further, the university may well contend that even
the professor with a full-time schedule of teaching does not have an
overburdensorne load. He- is left with considerable leisure which ho
would not have in commmial employmnt. In addition, the institu-
tiori is always willing tlutt, the professor havefull credit for his own_

work and will frequently Promote knowledge of such activity in a
way to enhance the reputation of the individual.. This is not always
true of commercial organizations. Nevertheless these argunients are
deferisive of practice, not elements of construciive policy with refer-
ence to institutional research. They do not satisfy the professor
whose positkiii is at full-time teaching one according to accepted
standards. He feels that he is being exploited to a certein extent
when his personal research work leads the institution to press grad-
.

i
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nate students upon him. This resentment is increased by the current
emphasis upon researdi as a basis Of employmnt. and promotion.
As lias ken many times pointed out, this tends to make tipi product
of research, rather than the human student product, the more impor-
tant activit t he professor's mind. The field for a wide variety
of creative activity tcnds to be narrowed to only one typ'e, that pf
research. The result is that the forms rather than the spirit of
research control.

Two types of solution for the problems involved in the relationship
of re.L;earch and graduate work are offered. President, Butler do-
((mint i V summarizes the first of these plans:

A ma star g4lio1ar, with his own grind and well-conceiveif problem before him
for solution, will, if be is wise, associate closely with himself a group of
advanced students who, ilvst as hewers of wood and drawers of water, and.
afterwards as associates and fellow laborers, will light their lamps of' scientific
and scholarly m1cas-( )1.'1m .his altar and will gain the inexhaustible stimulus
'which come: not only from mere training in method, but from a ssociati on with
the rich and fine Iruidag pt.rsonallity. They will gain the inestimable benefit
of !wing eolabf)rer with their master upon a great central, dominating task,
to which they Will always look back with satisfaction nnd admiration.

Thi.; proposal is idealistic. It does not provide a 'Theriod whereby
inAit utions may continue to increase their graduate enrollments. It
fails to take into consideration the fact that much research to-day
and probably the most far-reachinr is not th,e product of a master
mind working alone with iti; assistants, but the product of a group of
master minds attacking various phases of the same problem in.co-
operation and coordination. Neverthieless, President Butler's state-
ment does indicate the necessity for relating graduate work to research
and emphasizes the central position that, in the opinion of many,
research should occupy with reference to the development of graduate
activity.

Another proposal is that the institution definitely set up an insti-
tutional program of research and limit admission of graduate stu-
dents tk) those \vho can be 'employed profitably in furthering this
program. Limitation of the number of graduate stu4ents, such as
that of Princeton, which will admit only 200, is arbitrary and aappar-
ently based on a theory of a corra4 proportion between the number
of undergraduates and graduates rather than upon the requirements
of a definite research program. Purdue University it its engineer-
ing research approaches more nearly the plan proposed. Upon the
basis of the research carried on the. number and the quality of the
graduate students is determined. In spite of pressure the upiversity
refuses to adiiiit graduate students in connection with this research
who could be employed only in doing routine testing and nonere-
ative labor, even though such testing and labor may employ the

v in
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methods of research. The Columbia University faculty of pure
science has established a research committee "to be charged with
consideration of the Timis and opportunities for research in the fields
represented by that faculty, mid constituting that committee a super-
visory committee for such researches as might be undertaken uwn
its recolnmendation." This has many of the elo.nents involved in

setting up an institutional program of research. In much the same

way the graduate council of the University of Minnesota has at. its
disposal funds with w1ìi',11 it can assist in specific researches. If
these funds are, as is frequently the case, devoted to those projects
and individual proposals which are releted to a specifilc university

,

program, the plan tends to develop an institutiona program of
research. In neither the case of Columbia nor of 1 innesota, how-
ever, is the relationship to graduate work clearly developed. Similar
conditions exist. with reference to bureaus of business research, such
as that of the University of Michigan, the educational research
bureau of Ohio State ITniversity, and the biological stations at, Min-
nesota al elsewhere. Some of the agricultural experiment stationsle
have wor ecyl out the idea with decided success. At the University of
Minnesota, for instance, investigations which constitute a true series
in the field oi plant., animal, mid entomological studies provide a
program of research, and the admission of graduate students is con-
fined to those of such quality as can contribute to solution of these
related problems.

One difficulty is determination of what the program shall be. In
spme cases, in harmony with President Butler's statement, the pro-
gram may be determined upon the basis of the institution having in

its staff a man of outstanding ability Ad qualifications. The gradu-
. ate work of the University of Maine is largely determined upon this

ground and its scope and offerings vary as tile staff .changes. On
the other hand, the proposal is being made with increasing fre-
quency that the scope of an institution's work may be determined
for specific fields by national group consultation which will set up
a series of related researches. Under this plan a national program
would be divided among the institutions best qualified by equipment
and personnel to undertake the research. Graduate students inter-

ested in one or the other phase of this program would turned
to the institution which undertakes to work out its own special aspect
of the problem.

The whole problem of graduate and research work is intimately re-

. lated to the problem of support. Under present conditions no one

has a very clear idea of how much the institutions are spending for
research or for graduate work. It has been stated that the average

State university in America devotes 5 per cent of its income to r

a6
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Fen reh and that the average in Western State universities is 10 per
cent. The basis for this determination is not clear. Certainly it
does not cove e individual research carried on in leisure time for
which the ins it ution makes only vague provision. Before the re-
search and graduate program can be made more satisfactory, separa-
tion of the costs of research and of the costs of graduate instruction
from the costs of undergradua* teaching.must be worked out. This
is a difficult problem and is being attacked in very few places.

Tile survey of land-grant colleges now being carried on by the
Bureau of Education has attempted tt somewhat eiaborate fact-finding
inquiry with reference to the costs Of research analyzed into its
various types. The success of this inquiry will be dependent upon
institutional ability to furnish information. It is practically cer-
ftain that t hese figures will be very unreliable for many institutions,
but it is hoped that the nature of the inquiry will lead to some
hetter bookkeeping system from the standpoint of determining these
op,t

FINANCING HIGHER EDUCATION

Discussion of college and university support by those who are
familiar with eaucation and competent to dealvith VIII problem.
involved continues, but upon an entirely ditrerene plane from that of
the popular material with which for the mosi part the newspapers
andIrmagazines deal. This informed discussion (..onsists largely in
further initial definition of thee. problem' and of actir)T1 designed i7)

provide funds in specific cases.
President Cowling, of Carleton College, has contribilted to a defi-

nition of the problem by attempting to set. forth the main items of
xpense needed to provide for a libetal arts college with 1,000 stu-

dents; and Richard R. Price, director of university extension in the
University of 'Alinnesota. has analyzed some of the problen4 of sup-
port for the State university.

President Cowling attempts to dete7mine the faculty requirements
of a,liberal arts college of 1,000 on the basis of accepted standards
and the special study of 25 leading-American colleges. In the same
way he analyzes the plant and equipment n6eds of such an institu-
tion. Upon the basis of the figures thus obtained be estimates that
a fund of approximately $8,400,000 would be required to provide
income to meet current expenses, annual additions to pevmanent
equipment, payment of scholarships., and a revolving fund for student
loans. In addition $3,600.000 would be required to provide the plant
and equipment, together with a reserve 'for current uses. In other
Worcis, an ivestment of $1 2,000,000 would be required to provide
educatiton for 1,000 liberal-arts students, exclusive of ttose getivities
such as dormitories aml research, which may be mide self-supporting
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or the Object 9f special gifts. He estimates that the annual expense
would amount to $589,000 or to $5s9 per student. 'This does not in-
clude an interest (.harge on 4,.;3,00.0(N) invested in grounds and educa-
tional building; and equipment which \\wild amount to $210 per
student. The total cost per student would be therefore appr6xi-
matelv $s00 per vear in President Cowling's estimate. Of this
amount he pioposes that $250 be paid by the student in the form of
tuition.

. President Cowling's estimate is extremely interesting and is a

valuable contribut ion to the discussion of the subject. His terms are
carefully defined and it is thus possible to modify and adjust his
figures to meet the specific Situation of any college if it is desired to
do so. Probably the statement will be subject to criticism from the
standpoint that the estimates are theoretical and that the figures
therefore do not currespond to any specific situation. This is hardly
fair criticism, since President Cowling would be the first to disclaim
any intention of setting up an absolute standard. His service con-
sists primarily islignalyzing the elements of expense clearly and
simply and in presenting, subject to considerable variation for spe-
cific instarices, estimated amounts. If he has erred on the s10 of
generosity it is because he has based his estimates on educational
needs, tone, and ideals which are now frequently sacrificed to financial
pressures.

Doctor Price briefly reviews thei nings of support for State111110

universities, and, upon the basis of gures collected by the United
States Bureau of Education, estimates that 2.77 per cent of our
national incom would pay the cost of all support foi- imiblic educa-
tibn. Of this amount a rdatively small proportion goes to the sup-
port of higher educati6n. The percentage of this support from vari-
ous sources is analyzed by Doctor Price and each of the means of
support discussed in some detail with reference to possibilities of
increase. He emphasizes, in conclusirn, the. need fora careful budget-
ing' systeni in order to control "unsymmetrical developments,"
economy in construction of butildings, and reform of taxation policies.

Gifts to the support of private institutions have continued to pro-
vide examples of extraordinary generosity and to emphasize the
interest of alumni in the institutions in which they obtain their train-
ing. These sources of support are handicapped, according to Presi-
dent Murlin, formerly of DePauw University, by increased demands
bpon alumni for support of in4itutiona1 activities that are not
strictly educational in character. President. Murlin calls attention
to the fact that, while fraternity houses make a. real contribution to
the needs of the univPrsity student body, the amount invested in this
way is large aud that the sourese of a large part. of these funds is con-

to.
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tributions froni the students and .alumni. Since this is so, it is
difficult for the university to appeal to the same group for gifts
that directly cont ribute to the financing of the educational program of
the institution. Similar demands tare made upon alumni in support
of athletic programs and to a lesser degree for support of other activi-
Ties. If, as seems probable, the independent, solicitation of funds of
this

1

kind interferes with requests for educational funds from the
same sources, the need for university and institutional control of
these related activities is' emphasized.

Increase of tuitión and of other student fees continues. although at
a somewhat slower rate than during tbe preceding bienniNn. In this
connection the .increase of fees by the Massachusetts Institute of
jechnology from $:300 to $400 is noteworthy inasmuch as the corpo-
ration is taking cognizancq of the burden which this increase places
upon needy students of good ability. The authorities of Me institu-
tion have favored turning back part of the tuition into a loan fund
from which such students may burrow at a low rate of interest. It
is interesting to note that the $400 fee will place a much larger pro-
portion of the burden of operatinF cost upon the student than is pro-
posed by President Cowling in his analysis of the cost. Horace S.
Ford, bursar of the ANssachusetts Institute. of Technology, states
that the actual operating cost per student. is $790. With the $400
siudent fee the proportion borne by him will slightly exceed 50
Per cent.

The number of treasurers' reports emanating from private insti-
tutions that show, during the biennium. -an actual profit from the
sale and purchase of securities ill' which endowments are. invested
demands notice. The significance of these facts can not. be aCCU-

rately determined. It may be that. better and more careful manage-
ment, of institutional funds accounts for proOts of this character. If
this- is true it is an encouraging sign, since low return ou institu-
tional investment has been due frequently to lack of knowledge of
the more profitable market which has a sufficiently large degree of
safety. However, the number of cases in which institutions report
profits of this kind makes possible the conclusion that the general
rise in inarket prices of securities has been felt by the institutiorts
without special effort or virtue upon their part. If this should
prove to be the case. it, is highly desirable that the institutions
recognize the fact. Increased return from endowment inrestnient,
under conditions of the securities market which have prevailed dur-
ing the past hvo years, may very easily lead to commitments and
budgeting of expenditures which can not. be maintaine(i if a period
of depression should be encountered. The seriousness of the situa-
tion is probably not so-great as the figures indicitei, since reports

any
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of profits from increased market values do not usuaNy show a cor-respondiwr.increase of income from investments apart. from these
profits. It is, of course, highly desirable that no speculative man-
agement, of endowment funds creep insensibly into college finance.

Several interesting developments have taken place in connection
with support, of higher institutions by taxation. It is impossible
to summarize all of these changes, but a few may° be mentioned.
In 1927 in Florida legislation .was enacted which provided for a. tax
upon gasoline aryl other petroleum products. Of the amount yielded
two-thirds will be placed in a special fund to be known as the ptipblic
free school fund and one-third will be placed in a. special fund to

he known as a permanent building fund for State institutions of

higher learning, experiment (-:tations. and other institutions under t he

management of the State board of control. In addition a tax of one-
fourth of 1 mill upon the dollar is levied upon all assessable propert
in the State, and of the returns from this tax one-third is also to

be placed. in the same special building fund. Further, one-third (if
the interest collected on State funds deposited in the hank,, of the
State is placed in the same fund. These tax'es are intendN1 to Provide
adequately fwr a building program for the higher institutions in
Florida.

In this connection Ote long campaign of Rhode Ts land State Col-
lege to secure mone3, for an adequate building. program has been
successful through ai)prAal by a State referendupl of a bond issuo
for $600,000. This proposal is of special interest, since of the

seven bond propositions which were submitted to the people of the
State the affirmative vote for the. Rhode Island State College issue
was larger than for any otber of the bond proposals, except that
for a bridge in Providence which practically every citizen in the
State is compelled to use. This popular approval for the State
college constitutes a recognition of the work of this publicly sup-
ported higher institution. which is encouraging to the cause of public
higher education in Rhode Island.

The mill tax asa riethoipof support, for higher institutions con-
titmes to be advocated, although experience has shown that it. fre-
quently does not operate according to the theory. The failure of the
mill tax to provide funds'adequately has in large part, been due to

failure to increase assessments On property in accordance vith actual
increase in value. Part of the failure has also been due to the growth
of intangiblo property and the failure of the mill tax to reach this
class of wealth. In Oregon this condition is being corrected by

legislation. In Michigan, where the university has for many years
enjoyed the mill tax, the operation of the tax was limited in 1923 by
imposing a maximudi of $3,000,000 a year. In 1925 the maximum
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'was raised to $3,7M,000. Under this plan of limitation the theory
that support for the university would increase in accordance with the
increase of wealth of the State was, of course, defeated. In 1927,
however, this limitation was removed and the mill tax is'permitted
to work as it was-intended. With the increase of assessment on tax-
nblo .property, the mill tax in 1927--s2g produced $4,625.000, which
provided an increase of $925,000 in the operating income of the
uni versify.

One of the interesting developments in the relat ions of the university
to the State is President Frank's procedure and policy in presenting
the needs of the University of Wisconsin to the legislative joint
finance committee. Two points are ofpspecial interest. President.
Frank emphasized that for the preceding year only 52.2 per cent of
each dollar the university reeeived came from the taxpayers The
remainder came from grants from the Federal Government, gifts,
interest, student fee, dormitories, and similar activities. The true
situation has been obscured in Wisconsin because income from sales
and fees are paid into the State treasury and appear as new appro-
priations. This gives the public the impression that the entire
amount is derived from taxes. Over $900,000 is thus returned an-
nually by the university to the State treasury. The second point
emphasizl by PresIdent Frank in the presentation to the coTighittee
is the facIrthat the university is not a self-promoting enterprise but
is developed from the demand of the people themselves. In other
words, the responsibiliity for the support of the university and its
activities rests-fundamentally, not with the president or the regents,
hut with the legislature itself. They legislature must recognize its
responsibility to the People for this enterprise and render accounting
to the people for the conduct. of the university.

A matter deserving special attention in comettion with the rela-
tions of the, univerity to the State concerns the control of policy by
State authorities. In Minnesota the State government organized
a cominission On administration and finance which was set up by
law with a department of administration lind finance. Apparently
the law endowed the commission with full power to require a pre-
audit of all moneys belonging to any institution, agency, or de-
partment of the State, and after the money had once been appro-
priated it was endowed with power to prevent any expenditures
except, with thf consent of the commission. Thus the department
of administration and finance became a kind of superboard over the
regents of the university and might question the expenditure of
money for purposes to which the board of regents allotted it. It
would thus be in a position to define both the poMies and procedures
of the board of regents and what it might and might not do. The
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board would become.a board without power, for as soon as "the
board of regents can n(4, longer administer the income of the uni-
versity in ways which the board believes will best promote the
interests of the university, it becomes impotent." Since the Uni-
versity. of Minnesota is established by constitutional authority and
the board of regents is created and its powers defined by the Con-
stitution, the question WaS taken into the courts. The decision re-
cently, returned beld that. the act of the legislature in setting up the
commission on administration and finance. Nvas unconstitutional in
so far as the university was concerned. Inasmuch as the funds of
the university are not derived sold" from State appropriati(ms
but are also. derived from tile Federal Government, student
income from trust funds, gifts, and service enterprises, control by
such a commission on administration and finance w'ould seem ex-
tremely difficult. This-decision i ignificant for other State institu-
tions which have felt or are feeling the attempts of porritical powers
to determine univerity poiicy by control )f the purse strings.
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